Definition 8. A Kenmotsu manifold is said to be locally (p-symmetric if (p^{{VwR){X,Y)Z)
= 0, (2.1.11)
for all vector fields X,Y,Z, W orthogonal to ^.
Definition 9. A Kenmotsu manifold is said to be locally pseudo-projective (t>-symmetric
^f 02((Vu/P)(X Y)Z) = 0, (2.1.12)
for all vector fields X, Y, Z, W orthogonal to ^.
Definition 10. A Kenmotsu manifold is said to be pseudo-projective 4>-recurrent manifold if there exists a non-zero 1-form A such that cP^iiVw'PKX, Y)Z) = A{W)P{X, Y)Z, (2.1.13) for arbitrary vector fields X, Y, Z,W, where P is a pseudo-projective curvature tensor
given by [89] '
P{X,Y)Z = aR{X,Y)Z -\-b{S{Y,Z)X -S{X,Z)Y]

:^ + b [giY,Z)X-g{X,Z)Y],
(2.1.14) (2n + 1) I2n where a and b are constants such that a,b ^ 0, R is the curvature tensor, S is the Ricci tensor and r is the scalar curvature. 
If the 1-form A vanishes, then the manifold reduces to a locally pseudo-projective (j>-symmetric manifold.
Definition 11. /I Kenmotsu manifold is said to be generalized pseudo-projective (p-recurrent if its curvature tensor F satisfies the condition (l?{{VwT'){X, Y)Z) = A{W)T\X., Y)Z + B{W)[g{Y. Z)X -g{X, Z)Y],
Generalized Pseudo-projective (/>-recurrent Kenmotsu Manifold
Let us consider a the generalized pseudo-projective ^-recurrent Kenmotsu manifold. Then by virtue of (2.1.1) and (2.1.15) we have
-{{VwP){X, Y)Z) + 7/((VwP)(X, Y)Z)^ = AiW)P{X, Y)Z + B{W)[g{Y, Z)X -g{X, Z)Y\, (2.2.1) from which it follows that -3((VwF)(X, r)Z, U) + r/((VwP)(X, Y)Z)r^{lJ) = A{W)g(P{X, Y)Z, U) +B{W)[g{Y, Z)g{X, U) -g{X, Z)g{Y, U)]. (2.2.2)
Let {e,}, i = 1, 2...., 2n + 1, be an orthonormal basis of the tangent space at any point of the manifold. Then putting X = U = Ci in (2.2.2) and taking summation over i, 1 < i < 2n + 1, we get
-[a + (2n -l)b]{\/wS){Y, Z) -b{VwS){t Z)ri{Y) = {a + 2nb)A{W) !^S{Y, Z) -j^^^^^QiY. ^)}
+2nB{W)g{Y.Z). (2.2.3)
Replacing Z by ^ in (2.2.3) and using (2.1.2) and (2.1.9), wc get
- [a + {2n-l) 
b][{VwS){Y,0] = {a + 2nb)A{W)T]{Y) I -2n -
Using (2.1.5) and (2.1.9) in the above relation, it follows that (2.2.5)
In view of (2.2.4) and (2.2.6), we have 
2n + l 2;; + ' 
From (2.2.13) and the Bianchi identity we get
By virtue of (2.1.8), wc obtain from (2.2.14) that (2.2.14) From (2.1.14), it follows that
By making use of (2.1.5), (2.1.6) and (2.1.9), we obtain from the above equation that 
Again using (2.1.6) and (2.2.17) in (2.2.21), we obtain 
and
S{X,Y) = -[(r + 2).9(X,y)-(r + 6)77(X)7?(r)]. (2.3.2)
Thus from (2.3.1), (2.3.2) and (2.1.14) we get
Noting that we may assume that all vector fields X, Y, Z, W are orthogonal to ^ in the above relation, we have
Using (2.2.1), the equation (2.3.6) reduces to
Putting W = {ci}, where {cj}, i = L 2,3, is an orthonormal basis of the tangent space at any point of the manifold and taking summation over z, 1 < i < 3, we obtain 
Generalized Conharmonic ^-recurrent Kenmotsu
Manifold
Definition 12. A Kenmotsu manifold is said to be locally (p-symmetric[15] if
for all vector fields X,Y/Z, W orthogonal to ^.
Definition 13. A Kenmotsu manifold is said to be locally conharmonically 4>-symmetric
for'all vector fields X, Y, Z, W orthogonal to <^. Let us consider the generalized conharmonic ^-recurrent Kenmotsu manifold. Then by virtue of (2.1.1) and (2.4.5) wc have 4.6) from which it follows that
Definition 14. A Kenmotsu manifold is said to be conharmonically (f)-recurrent manifold if there exists a non-zero 1-form A such that 4>^{{VwC){X, Y)Z) = A{W)C{X, Y)Z, (2.4.3) for arbitrary vector fields X,Y. Z,\V, where C is a conharmonic curvature tensor given
by[60j C{X,Y)Z = R{X,Y)Z '^[S{Y,Z)X -S{X,Z)Y + g{Y,Z)QX-g{X,Z)QYl (2.4
.4) for any vector fields X,Y, Z on M. The manifold is said to be conharmonically fiat if C vanishes identically on M.
Definition 15. A Kenmotsu manifold {M",g) is said to be generalized conharmonic cprecurrent if its curvature tensor C satisfies the condition
Let {e,}, i = 1,2,..., n, be an orthonormal basis of the tangent space at any point of the manifold. Putting X = f/ = e, in (2.4.7) and taking summation over z, 1 < i < n, we get
(2.4.8) n-2' Substituting Z by .^ in (2.4.8) and using (2.1.1), (2.1.2) and (2.1.9), we have
Using (2.1.9) in the above relation, it follows that
In view of (2.4.9) and (2.4.11) wc have
Replacing Y by (f)Y and W by (f)W in (2.4.12) and using (2.1.3) and (2.1.10) wc get Again from (2.4.6), we have
(2.4.14)
This impHes,
From (2.4.15) and the Bianchi identity we get
By virtue of (2.1.8) we obtain from (2.4.16) that 
AiW)[g{X, ZHY) -giY.^ Z)n{X)] + A{X)[g{Y, ZMW) -g{W, Z^Y)]
+A{YMW,ZUX) -giX^ZUW)] A{W) n-2 [S{Y, ZUX) -S{X, ZUY) + g{Y, Z)v{QX) -g{X^ ZMQY)] + ^[S{W, ZMY) -S{Y, Z)ri{W) + g{W, Z)7i{QY) -g{Y, ZUQW)] n -2 +^[S{X, ZMW) -S{W, ZUX) + g{X, Z^QW) -g{\V, ZUQX)] n -2 -B{W)[g{Y, Z)r,{X) -g{X, Z)r?(y)] -B{X)[g{W, Z)rj{Y) -g{Y, Z^W)] -B{YMX,Z)r,{W) -g{W,ZUX)].(
+ 5(X, W)Y\ = A(\Y)C\X, Y)i + B[W)\J]{Y)X -r]{X)Y\. (2.4.24) Using (2.4.4) in (2.4.24) we get -R{X, Y)W -^[-(n -l)5(r, W)X -5(y, W)X + (n -\)g{X., W)Y + S{X, W)Y] = A(\V)mX,Y)i --±-^[S[Y,OX -5(X,0V
11 -2.
+ g{Y,OQX -.y(^,0Q>1 + B{WMY)X -i^{X)Y]. (2.4.25)
Again using (2.1.6) and (2.1.9) in (2.4.25), we have -
R{X, Y)W --^[-(n -l)g{Y, W)X -S{Y, W)X + (n -l)g{X., W)Y + S{X,W)Y\ = A{W)UX)Y -r^{Y)X ---^^{-{n-\)^{Y)X + (n -\)r]{X)Y + i][X)QX -r]{X)QY)\ + B{W)UY)X -i]{X)Y\. (2.4.26)
Noting that we may assume that all vector fields X, Y, Z, W are orthogonal to ^ in the 
R{X, Y)W = p^^LZ^-tl-UY, W)X -g{X, \V)Y]. (2.4.30) (n-l)(n-2)
Hence we can state the following theorem:
Theorem 2.4.3. A generalized conharmonic (p-recurrent Kenmotsu manifold is a mani-
fold of constant curvature.
S-dimensional Generalized Conharmonic (/)-recurrent Kenmotsu Manifold
In a 3-dimensional Kenmotsu manifold {M^,g) we have
R{X. Y)Z = (^) [9(y, Z)X -g{X, Z)Y] -(^^) [g{Y Z)rj{X)^ -g{X, ZHY)^ + ri{Y)r,{Z)X -r,{X)r,iZ)Y].
(2.5.1)
5(X, Y) = \[{r + 2)g{X, Y) -r,{X)r,{Y)]. (2.5.2) QX = -[{r + 2)X -[r + %)riX)e,].
Thus from (2.4.4), (2.5.1), (2.5.2) and (2.5.3), wc get
C{X^')Z= [--\[g{YrZ)X-g{X/Z)Y
Taking the covariant differentiation to (2.5.4) with respect to W. we have
Applying (fP' to the both sides of equation (2.5.5), we get
4>\VwC){X,Y)Z =
And using (2.1.1) wc get
By (2.4.5) the equation (2.5.7) reduces to 
R{X,Y)Z = R{X,Y)Z -2dri{X,Y)(l)Z + [T]{X)g{(t)Y,Z) -7j{Y)g{cpX,Z)]^ + HY)cl>X-rj{X)4>YHZ), (2.6.7)
where R and R are the Riemannian curvatures of the connections V and V respectively.
From (2.6.7), it follows that
where S and S are the Ricci tensors of the connection V and V, respectively and V' -S"^ig(c^ei,ei)=Trace of (f). From (2.6.8) it is clear that in a Kenmotsu manifold the Ricci tensor with respect to the quarter-symmetric metric connection is not symmetric.
Contracting (2.6.8), we get f = r + 2(n-l), (2.6.9)
where f and r are the scalar curvatures of the connections V and V respectively. 
Definition 16. A Kenmotsu manifold M is said to be locally <i)-symmetric [37] if
Here R and r are the Riemannian curvature tensor and the scalar curvature tensor respectively.
Generalized 0-recurrent Kenmotsu Manifold with
Respect to the Quarter-symmetric Metric Con- Let us consider a generalized ^-recurrent Kenmotsu manifold with respect to quartersymmetric metric connection. Then by virtue of (2.1.1) and (2.7.1) wc have Taking Z = ^ in (2.7.4), and using (2.1.5), we have
We know that In view of (2.7.7) and (2.7.9), wc have
Again putting Y = î in the above equation and using (2.1.1) and (2.1.5) we get
This imphes,
B{W) =
This leads to the following theorem: 
where R is the Riemannian curvature tensor with respect to quarter-symmetric metric connection V.
Using (2.6.6), we can write
{VwP){X, Y)Z = {VwP){X, Y)Z -ri{W)<t>P{X, Y)Z + r,{W)P{4>X,Y)Z + P{X,(f)Y)Z + P{X,Y)(i)Z.
(2.8.3)
Now differentiating (2.8.2) covariantly with respect to W, we obtain
Using (2.8.3), we can write
By making use of (2.8.6) in (2.8.4), wc have
Taking account of (2.8.2), wc can write (2.8.7) as
Now applying (2.1.1) and (2.8.8) in (2.8.3), wc get In view of (2.9.3), (2.9.4) yields
R{X, Y)Z = (^) [g{Y, Z)X -g{X, Z)Y] -(^) [g{Y, Z)r,{X)^ -g{X, Z)v{Y)^ + v{Y)r]{Z)X -ri{X)r,{Z)Y] + v{X)g{<t>Y, Z)^ -r]{Y)g{(f>X,Z)^-r){X)ii{Z)ct>Y + r]{Y)r,{Z)cpX.
(2.9.5) Now differentiating (2.9.5) covariantly with respect to W and using (2.1.3) we get from 
+ {Vwv){X)f]{^y. Z)i + i]{X)g{<\>Y, Z)W -v{X)g{<pY, Z)T,{W)^ -{Vwr]){Y)g{<pX, Z)^ -r){Y)g{4>X, Z)W + r,{Y)g{<t>X, Z)r^{W)i -g{W, X)rj{Z)(bY + 2r]{W)r]{X)r]{Z)(j)Y -r]{X)g{W, Z)(f)Y -ri{X)7j{Z)gict>W., Y)^ + giW, Y)r^{Z)4>X -2riW)ii{Y)n{Z)4>X + 'q{Y)g{\\\ Z)(t)X + 'n[Y)ri{Z)g{(l)W. X)^ -r,{W)(i)R(X,Y)Z.
(2.9.6)
